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After Unit 5 Lesson 1

When to use

Variation

Procedure

Ask the students to imagine that they are going on a driving tour of the USA. As a
class, brainstorm what jobs they need to do before they go. Pre-teach or elicit sun
cream, first aid kit, insurance and insect spray by showing the students the
illustrations on one of the role cards.
Tell the students that they are going on the tour with their best friend and that
they both have a number of jobs to do before they go. Explain that today they are
meeting at lunchtime to discuss what jobs they have and haven’t done.
Show the students a role card and explain that the card shows all their jobs and
their friend’s jobs. Explain that they need to find out which jobs their friend has
and hasn’t done and tick the appropriate box.
Show the students how they should find out and give their information:
– Put buy/first aid kit on the board and elicit the question Have you bought a first aid
kit yet? Write it on the board.
– Tell the students they bought one last week and elicit the answer I’ve already
bought one. Write it on the board.
– Then tell the students they bought one this morning and elicit the answer I’ve
just bought one. Write it on the board.
– Now tell the students they are going to buy one next week and elicit the answer
I haven’t bought one yet. Write it on the board.
– Explain that this is the language you want them to use but encourage them to
give some extra details such as exactly when they did it, how much something
cost or where they bought it from. Remind them they are best friends.
Divide the class into two groups, A and B. Give the students in groups A and B
the appropriate role cards and ask them to think about their questions and
answers (with extra details) for a few minutes.
Now split the students into pairs with one A and one B student and ask Student A
to begin by asking a question.
When the students have finished ask them to discuss when and how they will do
the jobs they haven’t done yet. Elicit language for speaking about the future such
as going to, will and shall.

When the students have finished the discussion, they could work in pairs to imagine
where they’re going on holiday next week. They could then ask each other what they
have and haven’t done yet in preparation for it.
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Photocopy one worksheet for each pair and cut it into two.

Preparation

Time

Speaking, listening

Present perfect with already, just and yet

Pairs

To ask and answer questions about what has and hasn’t been done in preparation for a driving tour
of the USA.

Information gap

Getting ready to go

Skills focus

Language focus

Interaction

Aim

Activity

1

✁

✁

✔
buy / travel insurance
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book / the car

buy / a guidebook

order / a visa

buy / sun cream and sun hats

get / a passport

buy / a new camera

buy / a first aid kit

Your friend’s jobs

✔
change / money

inspiration

This morning
(just)

✔

✔

This morning
(just)

This morning
(just)

✔

✔

This morning
(just)

order / a visa
Last week
(already)

✔

Last week
(already)

Last week
(already)

✔

✔

✔

book / the flights

buy / insect spray

make / list of things to see

book / the hotels

Your jobs

Student B

order / a visa

buy / insect spray

book / the hotels

make / list of things to see

book / the flights

buy / travel insurance

change / money

Your friend’s jobs

buy / a new camera

order / a visa

buy / a first aid kit

get / a passport

buy / sun cream and sun hats

buy / a guidebook

book / the car

Your jobs

Last week
(already)

Getting ready to go

Student A

1

PHOTOCOPIABLE

Next week
(not yet)

✔

✔

Next week
(not yet)

Next week
(not yet)

✔

✔

Next week
(not yet)

✁

